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‘ABSTRACT

This article concernsthemodel investi-
gations in auditory system. The model is
synthesized on the basis of a little number
of the raw data,with a limitedsystem com-
plexity, and anelementreliability. Hence,
the model structure concerns as a hier-
archical system with a high potential re—
liability.

INTRODUCTION

-The analysis of speech signal is asso-

ciated with model investigations in audi-

tory. The auditory system is divided into

'several schemical levels: mechanical con-

version level of sound signal, sensoryle-

vel and neuron processing level.

The auditory system compbxity depends

on the signal processing level. If the

spiral ganglion cosists of about 3QOOOnar-

rons, then the brain consists of about

IOOOOOOO neurons. The auditory system is

a complex hierarchical system. It intends

to the prediction systems II/. There are

two ways of the complex system simulation:

analytical and synthetical. .

An analytical method is based on the de—

terminate of majority common real system

parameters and their linkages. The most

models of auditory system is based on the

analytical approach /2,3,4,5£ The main dis-

advantage of this approach lies in practi-

cal impossibility to take into account the

whole information about structure and beha-

viour of auditory system. Hence, the mo- '

' dels obtained are private and explain on-

ly partial effects of auditory model ope-

ration. The analysis of the complex sysum

must not be done by independent simulatkn

of parts. Hence, the private models can

not explain the basic behavioral princip-

les of auditory system.

The synthetical approach is more prefe-

rable. It is realised by means of optimum

models synthesis, which then approximate

to the real system due to nearing objecus

' ve functors and linkages between model -,

and system parameters. The main difficule

ty of using of the synthetical approach

lies in the term "optimum" for the audit»

ry model system. Due to the analysis of the

common processing principles of the inflor-
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mation in auditory sy - -m

ted as optimum criterion - mlnl

information of the input 31

del processing.

system should hold a high potent

bility.

Stem /6/, we extrac-

um losed

- model
° des an auditory ‘Besn. a ial relia-

PROBLEM STATEMENT

e
The complexity of the model structur

is limited upper“
53.: A," 5 50 < a

where Ni — information capacity of the

i-th element;

n - generalized number elements. iti-

The elements have threshold of sens

vity Iipt=£~<Ca>0

‘ - f
where t - reaction time; 7 error 0

conversion; p - input signal power.

d
The model elements are not relia:1:b:n

o r "

are not substitute after refusal

bility of no—failure element operation is

limited upper ps po<f .

The less information of the input sig—

nal is calculated by functor

5=f[f(W)-Y(W)1‘ dw

where w 42:17 - signal region; 9 - fre-

quency range; D - dynamical range.

ww)=L [am]

where L - signal definition operator a(f)

in model; Ll- return operator.

The task is the information probability

search of the model and the structural

element linkage definition. The need of

loss minimization defines a deciszlon -

making task.

Frequency- and dynamic ranges are divi-

‘
a!

dad into subranges, with their own data

“odel element. The sermon decision task

is in /6,?,S/, due to this decision task

nthesized the auditory model Sys—

was 57 odel relates to the symm6tri_
tem. This;1 class m-order /I/. Hence,the

t m is operationable, till its every

s:is-tefinvolving m-elements) is working,
P

' f no-failure model 0 e-
The probabiligynno on 1—60; I,

ration is: R‘ “M pi. 9’.

Z w; > m
o - 1‘5} failured element; ‘71:: -

cal syst

where wi=

for operatable element; pi - Probability

of no-failure operation of i-th element;

= 1 - p o

Qiln the present model the common element

complexity is equal, hence: pi=Pj=P

fl' 5 L' n-o'so gal: En p 7/

The value‘g'gtlmatlons R are /I/, by

h'” , 1:12.17,”1 <Po

{>1— exp H“)
<1—ep/z flung—271m

where k =7tm-l’fl7f’7ii'(1’fi')£47:p‘

li bilitThus, bylg- <Poo the system re a y

approximates to 1.

Modes Description

The synthetized model involves: filter

system, threshold elements, spaceadding

linkages, and time adding filters.

The filter system has the transfer fune-I

tion

y(j,w,x)=ex,o['/,Mfll(ye£/)z-j50€xy] (I)

where x - space coordinate (filter number); .

Q - gain—bandwidth product of the filter

system; yaw/w“ ; W01 - resonance filter

frequency with number x=0.

The threshold elements are equal - allo-

cated along axis x in several rows. Athre-

shold of element in i-t‘hfow is

ai = a! J5
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where B>I . where fmed - medium group frequency;
The element linkages are defined by fcrit - critical frequency band for fmed'

functore':¢ 1, Thus, gain- bandwidth product Q depends
9(x,,£2:fpffi,(t-zx,)fiz(x,-x)L(n,x)a’x-a?(2) on filter resonance frequency wres' Sin-

. f 29r1x..t)=f//z.(t—z:x,)tmemanating) °e 1. a ”Witt: mm” 1"-aeo . wre:(x)=wme

we have, that Q is also coordinate func-

- _' tion x.

where h,,h, - weight functions of the time
summation; h2,h, - weight functions of

space summation; L,M - threshold element It was found, that the gain- bandwidth

reactions; 20 - upper filter number level. means in the frequency range I-IO kc/s
_ The relations analyse (I7,(2),(3) has agrees with the artical results /IO,II/,

and in range below 500 kc/s - with expe-

rimental data of Bekesy /9/.

INPUT SIGNAL CODING

shown, that the model is not critical to

value Q, since the filter time constants

and weight function constants are matched.

The model parameters estimation can be do— Final signal description is defined with

expressions (2) and (3). The functor g(x,

t) defines the amplitude spectrum of the

input signal, and 7 (x,t) - differential

he by common psychoacoustical and neurody-

namical data of auditory human system and

by functional model analysis.

Parameter Model Improvement . from the phase spectrum.

There are many papers dealing with the In the bandwidth
' _ a)”: (x)subject parameter measurement and parame- A w(x)— ———‘

ter estimate of the filter system of the g(x,t) and 7 (x,t) can be represented as
auditory analyzer, but the results are

contradictive /9 , IO ,II/.

one count on the coordinate.

From condition (I) these counts must be
The model described agrees well with taken in points of the largest value n,

relative levels of auditory system. It t). I.e., the restcounts it is necessary"
was found that the gain- band width pro- to sup‘l'ess by means of the suppression

functionIE (t, x )

§(t,:r,)=g(f,x)-Px, (75.x)

p1,(t,x)=5(x);z(x)
5(1): <1 1,-41‘5'1251‘, 44x

)4 x,-A.z>x>x,+nx

duct defines the curve of absolute sense-

tive level, a threshold curve type, amp- (4)
1itude'-, and frequency modulation sensi-

tivity, and. etc. It follows, that the

frequency group width (critical bandwidth)

in auditory system agrees with the band-

pass relative filter. Hence.

[7 =fmed/frr/f‘

where Px (t,x) - breakpoint in x, becomirg

by the excitation g (t,x) in the point x. -9
g(x) - model reaction coused by the sine
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signal.

Such a function is realized on the basis

of the known lateral inhibition. A making-

decision procedure on the basis (4) is:

if 5 (t.XD > 0, so a signal in point x,

exists, if 5 (t,x) < 0, so - isn’t.

Values g(x ,t) and? (x ,t) - are the

result of the first level of the coding

of the final description. It’s adaptive,

since g(x ,t) and X (x ,t) are defined by

input signal structure.

CONCLUSIONS .

The model described and a number of _

signal processing mechanisms are very

common with the data mentioned in neuro-

dynamics and peychoacoustics dealing with

human sound signal sensibility. At the

same time, the model is optimal as to mi-

nimum criterion of the loss information

with potential reliability, near to I.

The theoretical and the experimental .

mode investigations provided us to study

the perception mechanisms particularly;

simutaneous - and Sequential mechanisms

of disable, to-tone suppression, the vo-

wel attribute determination and etc.

It was found, that the sounds formants

are markedly changed during the base tone

period, it allows one to obtain the infor~

mation about the speech signal thin stru-

'cmmm
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